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A perspective



Infrastructure is different and persistent

Infrastructure investment is distinctly different from many 
other forms of investment.  
It is located, regionally specific and highly embedded in 
place and time.  
While durable it requires maintenance and incremental 
improvement as changing demands and technologies are 
likely over its life.  
Whether soft or hard, infrastructure persists as do the 
consequences of investment. 
This view is in marked contrast to that commonly 
used in modelling



Funding is always an issue.  
Typically, large initial expenditures are made on non-
relocatable assets with efficient capacity utilisation taking 
years or decades.  

Patient capital and long term finance across 
several business cycles are needed – yet these 
have been  discouraged by current arrangements.  

Indeed, many of the properties of infrastructure are 
contrary to those often assumed in economics and 
finance.  



Which provision, management and 
availability mix?  

Public arrangements are to be open to all and there 
are typically theoretical and practical difficulties in 
identifying and charging users.  
Private arrangements risk discriminatory and pricing 
practices typical of monopoly.  
Mixed arrangements require suitable reconciliations of 
stakeholders and interests.  They may involve particularly 
high transactions costs, notably for PPPs.  



Considerations
All infrastructure investments face long lead and 
repayment times for something that is foundational for 
industry, regional and community development.   
A root of the sub-prime crisis was a failure to recognise 
this.  Inadequate funding models so based eventually 
imploded financial systems around the world, and 
Australia is not immune from the threat.  
It is time for the full nature of infrastucture investment to 
be recognised and accommodated.



What can we afford, and how?



Figure:  Illustrative cash borrowing position, with delayed 
receipts from investment funded at different (real) rates

Note:  The situation is a reletively optimistic one in terms of revenues in that receipts after 
the initial period of $20 pa for years 0 to 10 build quickly by $20 pa until they level off at 
$200 from years 19 to 30.  



Illustrative cash borrowing position, with constant receipts 
from investment funded at different (real) rates



Australian real interest rates last century, RBA



Our subprime world, 1970 to 2010?



The national and international accounts



National and regional accounts
Aust spends more than it earns

Income (GNDI)  $1000b
Expenditure (GNE)  $1050
$50b raised as inflow from foreign creditors.

What is the balance for your region?
Income ______ - Expenditure  _____ =  Balance

“royalties for the regions” seen as an attempt at 
rebalancing, and how can the case be more fully made?
Regional problems seen as balance of payments problems.









The Costs of Default



Some discussion points



Basic logic – for each project and program

Income needs to cover costs, now and over time
Capital use needs to be properly justified
FDI flows need to be carefully marshalled
Sourcing funds offshore potentially bleeds Aust of wealth 
as interest payments and revenues are funnelled back 
overseas.
Borrowing to fund infrastructure often simply does not 
add up.
Risks are compounded under current arrangements.



BOP
deficit

Australia not able to continue raising funds in current ways
Risks are rising globally
and interest rates may too

Debt
$700b now
+ $300 b COA
+ $200 b  States
+ Private sector raisings

$1200b ++ debt for a $1000 b economy does not add up
possibility of default



Monetary policy
now counterproductive, and should be significantly 
restructured 
inhibiting rebalancing of the external accounts (CA deficit / FA surplus) 

due in part to encouragement of the carry trade with 
unwarranted currency appreciation
RBA needs to use a more adequate open economy model
In which areas are central banks incompetent?

COA and States need to consider structured direct issuance 
of monies for infrastructure assets 
Private operatives need to raise and quarantine funds with 
sufficient neutrality



The wider world
A major repositioning underway with further crises likely

No longer an easy money world
Capital scarce, tight credit, dear money and fragile finance  

Refusal to “Annihilate debt”, so far
And to liquidate insolvent banks

Avoiding the triple crisis, and peonage
Financial, currency and default
“The coming First world debt crisis”

Need to discuss more effective stance on funding 
infrastructure, including saying “no” and “yes iff...” to FDI



We need to talk...
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